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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to investigate how computational modeling promotes
systems thinking for English Learners (ELs) in fifth-grade science instruction. Individual student
interviews were conducted with nine ELs about computational models of landfill bottle systems
they had developed as part of a physical science unit. We found evidence of student engagement
in four systems thinking practices. Students used data produced by their models to investigate the
landfill bottle system as a whole (Practice 1). Students identified agents and their relationships in
the system (Practice 2). Students thought in levels, shuttling between the agent and aggregate levels
(Practice 3). However, while students could think in levels to develop their models, they struggled to
engage in this practice when presented with novel scenarios (e.g., open vs. closed system). Finally,
students communicated information about the system using multiple modalities and less-than-perfect
English (Practice 4). Overall, these findings suggest that integrating computational modeling into
standards-aligned science instruction can provide a rich context for fostering systems thinking among
linguistically diverse elementary students.
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1. Introduction

Systems thinking has become increasingly expected in elementary (i.e., primary) science classrooms.
In the international context, the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) Standards for
Students [1] focus on integrating systems thinking into core content areas, such as science. In the U.S.
context, A Framework for K-12 Science Education [2] and the Next Generation Science Standards [3]
include “systems and system models” as a crosscutting concept across science disciplines. By upper
elementary school, students are expected to “understand that a system is a group of related parts
that make up a whole and can carry out functions its individual parts cannot” [3]. In recent years,
computational models, or “non-static representations of phenomena that can be simulated by a
computer” ([4], p. 137), have been used more widely in science classrooms as a tool for modeling
complex systems (e.g., [5–7]). Research has offered preliminary evidence that computational models,
especially the agent-based variety, can support students in developing systems thinking practices [8–12].
However, there is a need for more studies investigating how computational modeling can promote
systems thinking at the elementary level, in knowledge domains other than biology and ecology,
and with diverse student groups [12].

The need for further research on systems thinking has become more urgent in the context of rapidly
changing student demographics. In the international context, intensified patterns of migration and
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globalization have meant that students across the globe are learning academic subjects (e.g., science)
in second or additional languages [13]. In the U.S. context, traditionally underrepresented student
groups in terms of race and ethnicity are now the majority across the nation, and students classified
as English learners (ELs) make up the fastest growing subset of the student population, constituting
10.1% of public school students [14]. The call for greater attention to diverse student groups has
been emphasized by science reform initiatives, as evidenced by the NGSS vision of “all standards,
all students” [3]. These science standards expect all students, including ELs, to engage in rigorous
science practices, even as they are still developing English proficiency [15]. Nonetheless, ELs tend to
be excluded from educational initiatives and innovations, thus widening an opportunity-to-learn gap
and perpetuating these students’ underrepresentation in STEM fields [16].

The purpose of this study was to investigate how computational modeling promotes systems
thinking for ELs in fifth-grade science instruction. Specifically, we analyzed how ELs engaged
in systems thinking practices as they developed computational models using StarLogo Nova—an
agent-based programming environment that uses blocks-based programming—to explain a physical
science phenomenon. This research could inform the design of science learning environments that
engage all students in systems thinking practices expected by the latest science standards as well as the
complex, networked society in which we live.

2. Literature Review

In this section, we review the literature on systems thinking and computational models to support
systems thinking. Then, we describe the contribution of the present study. In particular, we call for
further research addressing diverse student groups, especially ELs.

2.1. Defining Systems Thinking

Systems thinking has roots in both K-12 science education and computer science education.
We consider systems thinking from both perspectives.

2.1.1. Science Education

From a science education perspective, systems have been a part of national science initiatives for
the past three decades. The Science for All Americans [17] and the subsequent Benchmarks for Science
Literacy [18] included systems as a common theme that applies across science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics. The National Science Education Standards [19] defined a system as “an organized
group of related objects or components that form a whole ... and have boundaries, components,
resources, flow (input and output), and feedback” (p. 116). More recently, the Framework [2] and
the NGSS include systems and systems thinking as one of seven crosscutting concepts, which are a
refinement of the common themes in the Science for All Americans [17] and the unifying concepts
and processes in the National Science Education Standards [19]. According to the NGSS, students are
expected to develop a more sophisticated understanding of systems and system models across their
K-12 schooling.

2.1.2. Computer Science Education

From a computer science education perspective, systems thinking refers to a student’s ability to
understand the relationship between elements in a given environment [20]. If a system is “something
more than a collection of its parts,” then systems thinking is “a system of thinking about systems” ([21],
p. 2). Studies have shown that systems thinking can be challenging for students, especially thinking
about connectedness within systems and understanding complexity [22–24]. Even at the college level
(e.g., [25]), students may struggle with systems thinking. While much of the research has been carried
out with secondary and postsecondary students, studies show that elementary students can, to some
extent, engage in systems thinking practices [8], though some practices may be more difficult than
others [26]. In a comprehensive review of the literature on teaching and learning about complex
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systems in K-12 science education, Yoon et al. [12] reviewed 75 empirical studies and found that, while
there was a strong representation of systems thinking research in biology and ecology, there was a
need to extend this research to other science disciplines. Additionally, Yoon et al. [12] highlighted the
need for further research with diverse student groups.

This empirical research has been complemented by conceptual work on how to integrate systems
thinking into science instruction. As one prominent example, Weintrop et al. [4] developed a framework
for integrating computational thinking into secondary STEM classrooms. Their framework identified
systems thinking practices as one of the four overarching categories of computational thinking practices.
Within this category, Weintrop et al. [4] named five systems thinking practices: Students investigate a
complex system as a whole (Practice 1), which involves understanding the characteristics of a system
in the aggregate. Students understand the relationships within a system, meaning they identify
the constituent agents of a system and describe how those agents interact (Practice 2). Students
think in levels; in other words, they shuttle back and forth between agent and aggregate levels of a
system to understand how agent-level interactions produce the system’s aggregate-level behavior
(Practice 3). Students communicate information about a system, meaning they identify and convey
essential information about a system to others (Practice 4). Finally, students define systems and manage
complexity; in other words, they set boundaries of the system and determine its size and complexity
(Practice 5). The Weintrop et al. [4] framework provided the foundation for how we conceptualized
and operationalized systems thinking in this study. This framework was appropriate for our purposes,
because it emphasizes the integration of systems thinking into STEM learning. At the same time,
our study extended Weintrop et al. [4] by applying the framework to elementary science classrooms
with ELs.

2.2. Using Computational Models to Support Systems Thinking

In recent years, computational models have been used to promote systems thinking practices.
Yoon et al. [12], in their comprehensive review, highlighted several studies that leveraged computational
tools to help students make sense of systems over time (e.g., [9,27,28]). This literature shows that,
in general, students are able to develop computational models that demonstrate at least a rudimentary
understanding of systems and how to analyze them (e.g., [9,29]). Students can identify the individual
elements in a system [10] and run multiple tests to determine whether their models produce results
matching their predictions [9]. In particular, agent-based models can be especially effective for fostering
systems thinking. Unlike simulation models, which typically involve adjusting pre-programmed
parameters, agent-based models require students to write computer programs for the interactions
of agents [30]. Thus, these models can open up the “black box” of how agent-level interactions
contribute to producing aggregate-level effects [25,31]. Nonetheless, even with the support of
agent-based modeling tools, certain systems thinking practices (e.g., thinking in levels) have proven
to be challenging [10,11,32]. For example, in their study of high school students interacting with
computational models of ecosystems, Wilensky and Reisman [10] found that students tended to
oversimplify agent-level interactions (e.g., predator–prey relationships), which posed challenges for
interpreting aggregate-level effects (e.g., survival of different populations).

2.3. Contribution of the Present Study

While both science education and computer science education highlight the importance of systems
thinking and computational modeling with all students, little work has been done to consider diverse
student groups. We propose that integrating computational modeling into science offers distinct
affordances for ELs to engage in systems thinking practices. In particular, computational modeling
provides opportunities for ELs to deploy multiple modalities of communication, including visual
representation, gesture, and oral and written language [33]. The communicative affordances of
computational models can be further enhanced in classrooms that value ELs’ contributions for their
disciplinary meaning rather than their linguistic accuracy [34]. As Lee et al. [15] argue, ELs can
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participate meaningfully in NGSS-aligned science practices (including systems thinking practices)
“using less-than-perfect English” (p. 227). However, few studies have examined ways that “STEM
subjects [can] support ELs in developing computational thinking” ([16], p. 70].

This study builds on and extends the literature on computational modeling and systems thinking
in multiple respects. First, this study integrated computational modeling into NGSS-aligned instruction,
which offers policy implications for achieving the vision of science education based on the Framework
and the NGSS. Second, this study was carried out with elementary students, which provides
developmental implications to the existing literature that typically involves secondary students. Third,
this study focused specifically on ELs, which contributes to the limited literature on computational
modeling and systems thinking with ELs [16]. Finally, this study engaged ELs in explaining a
physical science phenomenon, thus responding to the critical need “for more research [on systems
thinking] in different knowledge domains outside of the content areas of biology and ecology” ([12],
p. 316). The study was guided by the following research question: How do fifth-grade ELs engage
in systems thinking practices as they develop and use computational models to explain a physical
science phenomenon?

3. Methods

This study was carried out as part of a larger research project focused on integrating computational
thinking and modeling into NGSS-aligned science instruction with a focus on ELs. Taking a design-based
research approach [35], our research team developed a yearlong, fifth-grade science curriculum
comprised of four units. In each unit, students develop a computational model to explain the unit
phenomenon and answer the unit driving question. The curriculum is unique in that it embeds
computational thinking and modeling into regular science instruction (rather than a technology block
or an after-school program).

3.1. Participants and Setting

During the year when this study took place, the curriculum was being field-tested in 5 fifth-grade
teachers’ classrooms in an urban school district. According to the district website, 19% of students in the
district were ELs, 73% of students identified as Hispanic, and 78% were eligible for free or reduced-price
lunch. To answer the research question for this study, we conducted individual interviews with
students about the computational models they had developed in the first unit of the curriculum.
The interviews took place in the teacher’s classroom with the largest number of ELs. This teacher
was in her third year implementing the NGSS and her first year integrating computational thinking
and modeling into science instruction. Of the 19 students in her class, nine students were classified
as ELs by their school, and all nine agreed to participate in the interviews. Of the nine students,
three identified as female and six as male. According to an English language proficiency assessment
administered during the previous school year (which was the latest data available), all nine students
were at an intermediate level of English proficiency (Level 3 of 6). All nine students spoke Spanish
at home.

3.2. Overview of the Unit

This study focused on the first unit in our yearlong curriculum. The unit fully addresses
fifth-grade NGSS performance expectations in physical science (related to the structure and properties
of matter) and also introduces a performance expectation in life science (related to decomposers in
the environment). Over the course of the unit, students investigate the garbage system in their home,
school, and community to answer the driving question: What happens to our garbage?

Students begin the unit by sorting their lunch garbage according to different properties and
generating questions about garbage. Students obtain information about their local landfill and develop
physical models of the landfill (referred to as “landfill bottle systems”) by putting garbage materials
(e.g., fruit, plastic, aluminum foil) in open and closed bottles (see Figure 1).
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a type of decomposer) are present in the landfill bottles and contributing to decomposition. However, 
students still do not know how the microbes decompose the food materials while conserving weight 
in the closed landfill bottle system. 

Computational modeling enters the unit as a way to explain how microbes decompose food 
materials in the closed landfill bottle system. Specifically, students develop computational models of 
the closed landfill bottle system to test their ideas about what is happening when microbes break 
down the food materials. For this task, students work in partners (two students per computer) to 
develop their computational models. Students begin by participating in “design meetings” in which 
they consider ideas they have for their computational models and brainstorm how they could 
represent those ideas in StarLogo Nova. Then, students develop initial computational models. When 
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revise their computational models and share their revised models with the whole class (each day that 
students work on their computational models, they are asked to save a new version so that our 
research team can trace their models over time). The computational models, in tandem with data 
collected through observations and measurements during the unit, enable students to construct an 
explanation of how microbes cause changes in the landfill bottles while conserving weight in the 
closed landfill bottle system. 

In the sample computational model shown in Figure 2, students created agents (i.e., banana 
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physical landfill bottle model of the closed system. In the computational model shown in Figure 2, 
the total weight of the banana remained constant (i.e., 500), which was consistent with the weight 
data from the physical model (i.e., total weight was conserved). 

Figure 1. Physical model of landfill bottles in open and closed systems.

Over several weeks, students observe changes in the properties (e.g., color, smell) and weights
of the open and closed landfill bottle systems (the curriculum uses the term “weight,” not “mass,”
in accordance with the NGSS performance expectation for fifth grade). Over time, students observe that
the weight of the open system decreases, but the weight of the closed system stays the same, even as
the properties of the food materials change (e.g., a smell is produced). To investigate the cause of these
changes, students carry out an investigation with agar plates and figure out that microbes (i.e., a type of
decomposer) are present in the landfill bottles and contributing to decomposition. However, students
still do not know how the microbes decompose the food materials while conserving weight in the
closed landfill bottle system.

Computational modeling enters the unit as a way to explain how microbes decompose food
materials in the closed landfill bottle system. Specifically, students develop computational models of
the closed landfill bottle system to test their ideas about what is happening when microbes break down
the food materials. For this task, students work in partners (two students per computer) to develop their
computational models. Students begin by participating in “design meetings” in which they consider
ideas they have for their computational models and brainstorm how they could represent those ideas
in StarLogo Nova. Then, students develop initial computational models. When their initial models
are complete, two partner groups work together to provide feedback on each other’s model, and the
class engages in a discussion about possible model revisions. Students then revise their computational
models and share their revised models with the whole class (each day that students work on their
computational models, they are asked to save a new version so that our research team can trace their
models over time). The computational models, in tandem with data collected through observations
and measurements during the unit, enable students to construct an explanation of how microbes cause
changes in the landfill bottles while conserving weight in the closed landfill bottle system.

In the sample computational model shown in Figure 2, students created agents (i.e., banana solid,
banana gas, microbes) and programmed the interactions of those agents (i.e., microbes, on collision
with banana solid, delete the banana solid and create banana gas). As students ran their computational
model, they collected and interpreted data from three data boxes and a graph showing the weight of
the banana solid, the weight of the banana gas, and the total weight of the banana. Then, students
compared the weight data from their computational model to the weight data from their physical
landfill bottle model of the closed system. In the computational model shown in Figure 2, the total
weight of the banana remained constant (i.e., 500), which was consistent with the weight data from the
physical model (i.e., total weight was conserved).
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Figure 2. Computational model to explain how microbes decompose food materials in a closed 
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Figure 2. Computational model to explain how microbes decompose food materials in a closed landfill
bottle system.

This computational modeling task promotes four of the systems thinking practices in the
Weintrop et al. [4] framework. Students investigate the system as a whole (Practice 1) by tracking
the weight of the banana solid, banana gas, and closed system as the model runs. Students develop
an understanding of the relationships within a system (Practice 2) by programming the interactions
of microbes, banana solid, and banana gas. Students think in levels (Practice 3) by considering how
the agent-level interactions of microbes with the banana produce the aggregate-level weight data.
As students engage in all of these practices, they communicate information (Practice 4) about the
landfill bottle system that they are modeling. Weintrop et al.’s [4] fifth practice (defining systems and
managing complexity) is not a focus of the unit, since the boundaries of the system that students are
modeling (i.e., the closed landfill bottle system) are largely determined by the teacher. This practice is
addressed in subsequent units of the curriculum.

3.3. Data Collection

The data for this study came from individual student interviews that were conducted at the
end of the unit. Interviews were conducted within several days of students developing their final
computational models. Students met individually with the first or second author and were provided
with a laptop showing the computational model they had developed during the unit. The laptop
was made visible to both the student and interviewer. Even though students had developed their
computational models with a partner, student interviews were conducted one-on-one with the
interviewer to provide more in-depth insight into how individual students were engaging in systems
thinking practices.
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The interviews were semi-structured. The protocol consisted of questions targeting students’
participation in systems thinking practices while leaving flexibility for students to co-construct the
conversation [36,37]. At the beginning of the interviews, students were asked to describe their
models (e.g., “What does this model show?”). By starting with this broad question, we aimed to
elicit what was, for students, most salient about the system they had modeled. However, because
students tended to focus on the final versions of their models rather than their modeling processes,
students were subsequently asked to describe how they had developed their models during the unit
(e.g., “Did you and your partner’s ideas change as you were developing your computational model?”).
This retrospective aspect of the interviews offered insight into the systems thinking practices that
students had employed in developing their models. Finally, students were asked about potential
changes to their models (e.g., “How could you change your model to represent the open landfill bottle
system?” and “How would your model work differently if there were twice as many microbes?”).
These extension questions offered insight into whether students could apply systems thinking practices
to a novel version of the system being modeled.

Interviews took place in a quiet location during science instructional time and lasted approximately
15–20 min per student. Student interviews were video recorded and later transcribed by the authors.
Each transcript file included a link to multiple iterations of the student’s computational model.

3.4. Data Analysis

To answer the research question (How do fifth-grade ELs engage in systems thinking practices as
they develop and use computational models to explain a physical science phenomenon?), we developed
an initial coding scheme based on the Weintrop et al. [4] framework. Given that this framework
was intended for secondary education and is frequently applied to the study of life science topics,
we adapted the framework to be useful with our focal grade level (fifth grade) and science discipline
(physical science). For example, we paid less attention to ideas beyond the scope of elementary science
(e.g., stocks and flows within the practice of investigating a system as a whole). We also excluded
from our analysis the practice of defining systems and managing complexity. Although this is a key
practice in the study of ecosystems, where the size and complexity of the system demands explicitly
defining boundaries, it is less relevant to the closed landfill bottle system in physical science, where the
boundaries have already been defined.

Table 1 displays the four systems thinking practices included in our analysis along with excerpts
from the student interviews that were coded as indexing student engagement in each practice.
The definitions for each code were iteratively revised as the first author conducted an initial review
of the interview transcripts. Once the coding scheme was established, the transcripts were coded in
full by the first author and another member of the research team. Following coding of the transcripts
independently, reliability was established, and discrepancies were resolved. Throughout the process,
students’ computational models (and the multiple iterations of each) were used to contextualize students’
interview responses, especially their retrospective accounts of their modeling work. After coding the
interviews and identifying broad patterns in the data, we identified two students whose responses
were representative of the patterns that emerged. By focusing on these two students in the results
below, we are able to illustrate, with sufficient depth and turn-by-turn detail, how fifth-grade ELs
engaged in systems thinking.
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Table 1. Codes and Examples for Systems Thinking Practices.

Code Related to Systems
Thinking Practice Example Excerpt from Student Interviews

Investigating a complex
system as a whole

- “The total weight will come right here (points to the total weight data box) and see it
just stay the same because the solid banana is turning to the gas.”

- “This total weight going up doesn’t make sense because we haven’t added
anything to the system.”

- “It’s (points to the banana gas data box) getting more larger like 262, but the total
weight, the banana still there it hasn’t disappear, it’s just turning gas. See, it’s still
500 (points to the total weight data box).”

Understanding the
relationships within a system

- “The agents in my model are the microbes, banana solid, and banana gas.”
- “I want the microbes to move forward so they can get to the banana solid.”
- “When the microbes touches the banana, the banana turns the banana solid to gas.”

Thinking in levels

- “We saw the total weight was going up, so we started working on the microbe to
fix it.”

- “First we checked the microbe code, and then we ran the model so we could see if it
worked.”

- “After we changed the microbes, we had to check to make sure it works.”

Communicating information
about a system

- “The solid banana it gets eated by the microbe.”
- “This goes up and up and up (pointing to the banana gas data box).”
- “When the microbes (makes fist with hand) got collision with the banana solid (moves

fist to other hand and clasps hands together).”

4. Results

We report the findings of Miguel and Angel, whose interview responses were typical of the nine
students. For each student, we describe how they engaged in the four systems thinking practices in
Table 1: (a) investigating a system as a whole (Practice 1), (b) understanding the relationships within
a system (Practice 2), (c) thinking in levels (Practice 3), and (d) communicating information about a
system (Practice 4). We highlight that students were generally able to engage in systems thinking
while, at times, struggling with certain practices.

4.1. Miguel

The following excerpt comes from the beginning of the interview with Miguel. In presenting the
interview excerpts, we preserve students’ linguistic inaccuracies.

Interviewer: Can you tell me about the model that you made? What does this model show?

Miguel: It shows me how, um the banana decomposes while the microbes, um, decompose
the banana. And you can see the data boxes here (points to weight of banana solid data box) and
this just starts to go down because of the microbes decomposing it and this (points to total
weight data box) stays the same, the total weight is 500.

Interviewer: And how did you represent those ideas in your model?

Miguel: The microbes, I collided them with the banana solid and then I backwards-ed the
microbe and I put the banana gas color to turquoise.

Interviewer: Oh why?

Miguel: Because I wanted, I had to see it because if it was colored black, I couldn’t see it so I
had to change the color.

Interviewer: Okay, so when the microbe collides with the solid banana, what happens?
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Miguel: The solid banana it gets eated by the microbe and then it makes gas, and it, it, it
goes everywhere (moves hands all around).

To describe his model, Miguel began by focusing on the system as a whole (Practice 1). Specifically,
he described how microbes decompose the banana, which results in the weight of the solid banana
decreasing while the total weight of the system stays the same. Then, when asked how he represented
these ideas in his model, Miguel described the relationships within the system (Practice 2). Specifically,
he identified each agent (i.e., microbes, banana solid, banana gas) and the relationships among the
agents as represented in his code blocks (“The microbes, I collided them with the banana solid and
... I put the banana gas color to turquoise”). While Miguel’s focus on the color of the agents may,
at first, seem trivial, this was motivated not by any aesthetic preference but by Miguel’s interest in
distinguishing between two agents crucial to the process of decomposition: microbes (black) and
banana gas (initially black but subsequently changed to turquoise). At the end of the exchange, Miguel
summarized the key relationships among agents that result in weight being conserved in the closed
landfill bottle system (“solid banana it gets eated by the microbe and then it makes gas”).

At this point, Miguel was prompted to describe how he and his partner arrived at their
representation and whether their ideas changed over time:

Interviewer: So Miguel, did you and your partner’s ideas change at all while you were
developing your computational model?

Miguel: Hmhmm (affirmative).

Interviewer: How?

Miguel: Well at the beginning we wanted the weight should stay the same so we made our
model, and then we coded it and ran our code but the data boxes started to grow a little,
and the total weight just started to go down and that isn’t what we wanted. We know it
wasn’t right.

Interviewer: So what did you do?

Miguel: So, we change, we had to go to the microbes, and we saw that we didn’t have any
gas coming out so we had to fix that.

Interviewer: How?

Miguel: We added the banana gas to the microbe coding.

Interviewer: And what happened?

Miguel: We had to check it, so we made the model go again and the weight stays the same
at 500.

In this excerpt, Miguel demonstrated that he and his partner were thinking in levels (Practice 3)
to develop their model. They began at the aggregate level by anticipating that the weight of the
closed system “should stay the same” in the model. This was likely informed by the data they had
collected from their physical landfill bottle models, which conserved weight in the closed system over
several weeks of observations. Miguel and his partner continued working at the aggregate level when
they ran their code and observed that the “total weight just started to go down.” This unanticipated
result prompted the two students to dig deeper into their agent-level code (“we had to go to the
microbes [tab]”), which revealed that no gas was being produced (“we didn’t have any gas coming
out”). After revising the code to include the creation of a banana gas, Miguel and his partner shuttled
back to the aggregate level to “check” how this change at the agent level would impact the system in
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the aggregate. When the pair observed that the total weight was conserved (“the weight stays the
same at 500”), they knew they had developed a plausible representation of microbes decomposing the
banana. Thus, Miguel and his partner moved fluidly between aggregate and agent levels to develop a
revised model that conserved weight in the closed landfill bottle system.

As shown in the previous exchange, Miguel and his partner were engaging in the practice of
thinking in levels to develop their model. However, when presented with a hypothetical change to the
model, Miguel showed some difficulty with this systems thinking practice:

Interviewer: Speaking of open and closed, your model is a closed system, right?

Miguel: Ya.

Interviewer: How could you change the system to represent the open landfill bottle system?

Miguel: If it was a open landfill bottle, the weight started were go down, and the banana gas
would start rising up.

Interviewer: What do you mean rising up?

Miguel: It will be getting out of the jar.

Interviewer: So what would happen to the system?

Miguel: So at the microbe, the microbe would touch the banana solid and, well then there
would be no gas, gas wouldn’t be created cuz it would come out of the jar.

This excerpt shows how Miguel struggled to think in levels when considering how to represent a
different version of the landfill bottle system (i.e., open instead of closed). This hypothetical scenario
can be difficult for students, since it involves a change in aggregate system behavior (i.e., total weight
of the system decreases) but not in the agent-level interactions that produce the behavior (i.e., microbes
still decompose the solid banana and create banana gas). At the aggregate level, Miguel understood
that, in an open system, “the weight would go more down,” and he correctly attributed this decrease
in weight to banana gas “getting out of the jar.” However, at the agent level, Miguel indicated that a
gas would no longer be created “cuz it would come out of the jar,” thus confounding the agent and
aggregate levels of the system.

In the excerpts above, Miguel, an EL, was able to communicate information about the landfill
bottle system (Practice 4) using multiple modalities of communication and less-than-perfect English.
In particular, he used deictic gestures in combination with the dynamic visualization produced by his
model (e.g., “this just starts to go down” while pointing to the total weight data box) to communicate
about aggregate-level system effects. Miguel also used expressions, such as “banana it gets eated”
and “data boxes start to grow a little” that, while less than perfect, were nonetheless effective for
conveying his intended meaning. A narrow focus on Miguel’s developing English proficiency could
have distracted from his meaningful participation in systems thinking practices.

4.2. Angel

The interview with Angel also began with him describing his computational model:

Interviewer: Can you just tell me about the model that you made?

Angel: Well, we first created agents and we had to put traits in and everything. We made
this solid banana, and gas banana, and microbes. So we used code blocks (points to the code
blocks in the model). When the microbes (makes fist with hand) got collision with the banana
solid (moves fist to other hand and clasps hands together), the banana solid turns to a banana gas
(waves hands around the air). And we show how the microbes are eating the banana, and how
the banana solid, um how the banana solid, it turns to a banana gas.
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Interview: Then what did you do?

Angel: We ran the model and see that all the weight, it stays the same. See that right
here (points to the data boxes in the model). The weight of the banana started, see it’s normal.
But when the forever goes (referring to the forever button), the weight of the banana solid
suddenly it turns down (gestures hands in a downward motion) and the weight of the total
weight it stays the same. Because it’s the total, the total weight of all the things that are there.

Angel began by describing the agents and their relationships (Practice 2). Specifically, Angel took
an agent-based perspective [38] by using his hands and body to physically show how the microbes
interact with the banana solid to produce banana gas. Then, Angel described how he ran the model to
investigate the system as a whole (Practice 2). Specifically, he observed that, while the weight of the
banana solid decreases as the model runs, the total weight of the system remains constant.

At this point, Angel was prompted to describe how he and his partner arrived at their representation
and whether their ideas changed over time:

Interviewer: So Angel, did your ideas change at all while you were developing your model?

Angel: My ideas changed.

Interviewer: How did they change?

Angel: By doing that the microbes, that the banana solid turns into banana gas. And then
the banana solid disappeared.

Interviewer: What was your idea in the beginning?

Angel: That, well we had the microbe and we know we need the microbe to come in and
make gas. So we added the gas to the microbe code. But then we have to setup and we ran
the model. But the model it was going up.

Interviewer: What was going up?

Angel: The total weight was going up and up and we knew that was wrong because the
weight need to stay the same. But it was weird cuz we knew we made the banana gas. So we
checked out the code blocks. And we had a big problem, because we had the banana gas,
but the banana solid was still there, like it wasn’t deleting yet.

Interviewer: So what did you do?

Angel: So we used new code so the microbe, the microbe delete the banana solid, and then
we checked it, and it worked.

Interviewer: How do you know it worked?

Angel: The weight was stay the same, the weight didn’t change.

Similar to Miguel above, Angel and his partner were thinking in levels (Practice 3) to develop
their model. However, Angel and his partner took a slightly different approach than Miguel and his
partner. Whereas Miguel began thinking at the aggregate level, anticipating that the total weight of
the system “should stay the same,” Angel and his partner did not begin with this a priori goal for the
system as a whole. Instead, they began thinking at the agent level, with the goal of representing the
way that microbes produce a gas (“we know we need the microbe to come in and make gas”). Having
coded this agent-level interaction, Angel and his partner then shuttled to the aggregate level to run
their model and observe the weight data. They were surprised to notice that the “total weight was
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going up,” suggesting the pair had some expectation that weight should be conserved in the system,
even if not explicitly stated as an a priori goal of their modeling work. This outcome prompted the
pair to return to their agent-level code and notice that, while they had created banana gas as intended,
the solid banana remained in the system even after being eaten by the microbes (“we had the banana
gas, but the banana solid was still there, like it wasn’t deleting yet”). After revising their agent-level
interaction to include the microbe deleting the solid banana, the pair moved back to the aggregate
level to “check it” and concluded that their model “worked” because the total weight of the system
“didn’t change.” Thus, while both Angel and his partner (this example) and Miguel and his partner
(previous example) were thinking in levels to develop a plausible representation of decomposition,
their modeling work was motivated by different goals (representing what microbes do vs. conserving
weight in the system) and launched from different starting points (agent level vs. aggregate level).

While Angel and his partner were engaging in the practice of thinking in levels to develop their
model, Angel showed some difficulty with this practice when presented with a hypothetical change to
the model:

Interviewer: How would your model be different if there were twice as many microbes?

Angel: If there would be a lot more microbes that would mean that it would touch the
banana solid faster so that would mean that the banana solid would be disappearing faster.”

Interviewer: And how would that impact the system?

Angel: It would’ve changed it by make like, the weight go a bit more higher than usual and
it would make more gas.”

Interviewer: What weight?

Angel: The total weight of the banana because they would touch the banana solid faster,
which would’ve created much more weight of the gas banana.

This exchange shows how Angel struggled to think in levels when considering how to represent
a different version of the landfill bottle system, in this case, a system with twice as many microbes.
This hypothetical scenario can be difficult for students, since it involves a change at the agent level
(i.e., doubling the number of microbes) that does not affect the total weight of the system (i.e., weight
will always be conserved in a closed system) but does affect the rate of decomposition at the aggregate
level (i.e., how quickly the microbes decompose the solid banana). At the agent level, Angel understood
that the solid banana would “disappear faster” (i.e., rate of decomposition). However, at the aggregate
level, Angel indicated that this increase in rate would result in the total weight of the closed system
“going a bit more higher,” since there would be “more weight of the gas banana” (i.e., no conservation of
weight). Thus, similar to Miguel, who struggled with the hypothetical scenario of changing his model
to an open system, Angel faced difficulty thinking in levels when presented with a novel scenario.

In the excerpts above, Angel, an EL, was able to communicate information about the landfill bottle
system (Practice 4) using multiple modalities and less-than-perfect English. For example, Angel used
embodiment and gesture to represent the microbes eating the banana solid (clasping hands together)
and creating banana gas that moved freely around the closed system (waving hands in the air). He also
used less-than-perfect English to describe both agent-level interactions (e.g., “microbes got collision
with the banana solid”) and their aggregate-level effects (e.g., “turns down” to describe a decrease in
weight). Thus, similar to his classmate Miguel, Angel was able to engage in systems thinking practices
through his emerging English proficiency.

5. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to investigate how fifth-grade ELs engaged in systems thinking as
they developed and used computational models to explain a physical science phenomenon. Based on
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interviews with students about their closed landfill system models, we found evidence of student
engagement in four systems thinking practices: (a) investigating a complex system as a whole,
(b) understanding the relationships within a system, (c) thinking in levels, and (d) communicating
information about a system. These findings are consistent with the emerging literature that suggests
that elementary students can engage in systems thinking, though not without some challenges [8,26].

When describing their computational models in the interviews, students showed evidence of
investigating a complex system as a whole (Practice 1). Specifically, both Miguel and Angel used the
weight data produced by their models to make sense of what was happening in the closed landfill
bottle system. Their participation in this systems thinking practice was supported by a key affordance
of the StarLogo Nova programming environment, namely, the ability to generate data about a system.
This affordance (which is not made available in all blocks-based programming environments) enabled
students to engage meaningfully in data analysis and interpretation, which typically poses challenges
for younger students [31,39,40].

Additionally, students were able to understand and describe the relationships in a system
(Practice 2). For example, both Miguel and Angel programmed how microbes interacted with banana
solid such that weight would be conserved in the closed landfill bottle system. This finding is consistent
with literature that shows that students are generally able to understand relationships in a system [8,9].
The fact that fifth-grade students were able to describe the agents and interactions in the landfill bottle
system is particularly promising given the extensive body of literature on challenges associated with
teaching and learning the particulate nature of matter [41–44]). The landfill bottle computational
model may have contributed to overcoming these challenges by enabling students to program the
interactions of agents too small to see (e.g., banana gas), which would typically be “black boxed” in a
simulation or pre-made model [9,45].

Miguel and Angel also demonstrated that they were thinking in levels (Practice 3) as they described
their modeling work retrospectively. Whereas Miguel and his partner began at the aggregate level,
with the goal of conserving weight in the closed system, Angel and his partner began at the agent level,
with the goal of faithfully representing what microbes do. From these different starting points, both
pairs were able to shuttle between agent and aggregate levels to develop a plausible representation
of decomposition in a closed system. These results are promising, as thinking in levels is typically
considered a challenging systems thinking practice, even for secondary students [11,46,47]. We offer
three plausible explanations for students’ success with thinking in levels, which could offer insights
into designing learning environments to promote this practice with elementary students, including ELs.

One explanation could be the nature of the phenomenon that students were modeling. Unlike
ecosystem models, which are typically characterized by complex, nonlinear relationships [10,48],
the closed system landfill bottle model focused on a single agent-level interaction (i.e., microbes
decompose banana solid and create banana gas) that had a somewhat predictable aggregate-level effect
(i.e., as long as students maintained a 1:1 ratio of banana solid created and banana gas deleted, matter
would be conserved in the system). Nonetheless, fifth-grade students were often surprised by the
outcome when they ran their computational models (e.g., Angel’s comment that the weight data were
“weird”). Thus, computational models such as this one may provide an entry point into thinking in
levels that students can build on as they encounter more complex systems in different science domains
and across grade levels.

Another explanation could be that students’ computational models were embedded in a meaningful
science context. Previous research has documented the benefits of grounding computer science tasks in
contexts that are familiar and relatable to real-world observations, especially with younger learners [32].
This was indeed the case with our fifth-grade students, who were deeply invested in (and knowledgeable
about) the phenomenon of garbage by the time they developed their computational models.

A related explanation could be that students were able to use multiple sources of data (beyond
their computational models) to think in levels. Most notably, students used weight data from their
physical landfill bottle investigation to determine whether they had faithfully represented microbes in
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their computational models. For example, based on the weight data from his physical landfill bottle,
Miguel knew the total weight of the closed system in his computational model “should stay the same.”
When the weight did not stay the same in his computational model, Miguel shuttled to the agent
level and revised his representation of decomposition. By allowing for triangulation of data from
multiple sources, computational modeling integrated into science instruction proved fruitful ground
for fostering systems thinking practices.

While students were able to think in levels to develop their models, they struggled to engage
in this practice when faced with a novel scenario. For example, when asked to predict what would
happen if the landfill bottle system were open (rather than closed), Miguel described an agent-level
interaction (e.g., no banana gas would be created) that directly conflicted with his prediction for
the system in the aggregate (e.g., total weight would decrease due to banana gas leaving the bottle).
One explanation for this finding is that thinking in levels is a practice that develops over time and
that these students were at some point along a progression toward more sophisticated engagement
in the practice [49,50]. This is consistent with studies suggesting a developmental progression of
systems thinking, with some practices (or components of a practice) emerging before others [26,51].
Another explanation relates to the differences between the two contexts in which students were thinking
in levels. In the instructional context (as described retrospectively in the interviews), students were
actively manipulating their models to test their ideas and get feedback on those ideas from the data
their models produced. However, in the interview context, students were asked to think in levels
without this active engagement with their models. It is possible that, if Miguel had been given the
opportunity to change his model to represent an open system, he would have run the model and
reevaluated his idea about the agent-level interaction (thus providing evidence of thinking in levels).
The fact that students were able to think in levels with their computational models (but were not able
to think in levels without their models) suggests the promise of computational modeling for engaging
students in sophisticated systems thinking practices. It also suggests the importance of designing
learning experiences that offer opportunities for students to model multiple versions of a system.

Finally, ELs were able to communicate information about the landfill bottle system using multiple
modalities and less-than-perfect English [15]. Angel, for example, used gesture and embodiment to
think like an agent [10], in this case, a microbe. Importantly, Angel’s use of gesture and embodiment
was not merely a scaffold or crutch, as nonlinguistic modalities have traditionally been conceived in the
literature on teaching ELs. Instead, multiple modalities were essential to engaging in systems thinking
practices while also being beneficial to ELs [33]. In addition to deploying a range of modalities, ELs
used less-than-perfect English to communicate their science ideas about the system. For example,
Miguel used the phrase “the data boxes grow a little” in the context of describing how the aggregate
behavior of the system prompted him to revise his agent-level interaction. Although, over time, Miguel
will be encouraged to adopt the more canonical way of expressing this science idea (e.g., “the weight
increased”), Miguel’s case cautions against assuming that ELs must have developed “full” English
proficiency before they are able to engage in sophisticated systems thinking practices. Overall, this study
suggests the promise of computational modeling for promoting systems thinking with ELs as well as
the need for further research on the affordances (and challenges) of fostering systems thinking with
diverse student groups.

6. Conclusions

The findings of this study provide compelling evidence that fifth-grade ELs can engage in systems
thinking. We highlight four main contributions of the study to the field. First, the findings show that
integrating computational modeling into NGSS-aligned science instruction provides a rich context
for fostering students’ systems thinking. Second, the findings show that elementary students can
engage in systems thinking practices, which can be further developed across their K-12 schooling.
Third, the findings illustrate that computational modeling fosters systems thinking in physical science,
which could lay the foundation for engaging with more complex system models in other domains
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(e.g., ecosystems). Finally, the findings show that systems thinking practices can be made accessible to
all students, including students who are still developing the language of instruction.

These findings suggest future directions for research on systems thinking broadly and our
design-based research specifically. First, research should investigate whether computational modeling
tasks that engage students in modeling multiple versions of a system better support them to develop
sophisticated systems thinking practices. In our design-based research, this could involve, for example,
revising the landfill bottle computational modeling task to include modeling both the open and closed
landfill bottle systems. Second, research should examine how elementary students’ systems thinking
develops over longer periods of time than a single unit of instruction. In our design-based research,
this could involve examining the development of students’ systems thinking as they encounter new
phenomena in new science disciplines over our yearlong, NGSS-aligned curriculum. Third, research
should investigate systems thinking with larger samples and diverse groups of students. In our
design-based research, this could involve implementation in a larger number of classrooms and with
ELs from diverse backgrounds (e.g., home language, level of English proficiency)—an important
future direction given the heterogeneity of this student population [16]. As systems thinking becomes
increasingly necessary in a complex, networked society, it is important that the education community
supports all students in leveraging tools such as computational models to develop systems thinking.
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